Abstract: Expanding the Domain Name System without fully addressing the impact on trademark holders is a risk that Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers ("ICANN") has seemed to embrace. With ICANN's new gTLD program, consumers and companies will soon begin encountering new top-level domains that reflect a company's brand or trademark. Unfortunately, with the inclusion of these so called, brand top-level domains, ICANN is creating potentially disastrous problems for trademark holders, legitimate users, and even consumers: a brand focus limits the use of identical trademarks online and prevents the Domain Name System from having any real and reliable context to distinguish identical trademarks. To mitigate these problems, and to ensure that trademarks can coexist within a trademark-distinguishing context, ICANN should eliminate the brand top-level domain and should focus on context-creating category top-level domains. This Article demonstrates why these problems exist within ICANN's new program and it sets forth a proposal that seeks to mitigate these concerns and to realign the new program with ICANN's own goals.
INTRODUCTION
The online world is about to change-for the worse. In 2012, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers ("ICANN") instituted a new policy that expands the range of available generic toplevel domains ("gTLDs") beyond the well-known .com and twenty-one other gTLDs. Unlike its prior expansions of top-level domains, this time ICANN allowed anyone to apply, for a hefty fee of $185,000, to register virtually any new top-level domain, such as .goodhands, .love, .here, .ira, .justforu, and .wtf. 1 The new policy even gave trademark holders the ability to register their trademarks in what are known as brand gTLDs. Not surprisingly, many businesses rushed in to lay claim to their brand. For example, Johnson Shareholdings applied for .afamilycompany, while Guardian Life Insurance and Guardian News have both applied to control .guardian, and Google, Inc. and NTI Resonant, Inc.-a Japanese company operating a search engine located at <www.goo.ne.jp>-have both applied for .goo. 2 In total, ICANN received over 1,9oo applications for more than 1,3oo new gTLDs.3 Of these applications, nearly 500 involve trademarks.4 Soon, the Internet will be filled with trademarks and brand names as gTLDs, including guardian, .delta, .patagonia, and the like.
ICANN's new program is disastrous. When trademarks and brands appear in the top-level domain, they lose their information conveying ability. The consumer has no context to differentiate between identical marks, so confusion will inevitably arise. Who owns <www.news.guardian>-Guardian Life Insurance or Guardian News? What about <www.contact.onyourside>-Channel 7 News or Nationwide Insurance? Or <www.home.delta>-Delta Faucet or Delta Air Lines? Every brand that uses a term which several trademark holders own as trademarks for different markets will inevitably create unwarranted consumer confusion on the Internet.
The lack of context also prevents companies with identical names from having an equal presence on the supposedly expanded domain name space. Once Guardian News obtains the right to .guardian, Guardian Insurance cannot use the same .guardian gTLD. With the potential for companies to control these new .brand gTLD types, certain trademark owners will control far too much of the domain name space-meaning Internet space-at the expense of other legitimate users.
This Note critiques ICANN's new gTLD program and explains why it is a major failure. Applying a linguistic perspective of semiotics, Part I explains how ICANN's policy deprives consumers the ability to differentiate between identical trademarks. Part II proposes a revision to fix ICANN's flawed policy by adopting a categorical bar to all .brand gTLDs. Only generic category gTLDs, such as .news or .construction, are allowed under the proposal. Furthermore, to create the necessary context marketplace for businesses, organizations, and consumers to interact in, ICANN should register certain restricted category-type gTLDs. ICANN should also change its application process and prevent trademark holders from registering new gTLDs during a "Sunrise period," so that companies, organizations, and individuals with identical brands or trademarks will have the ability to develop their own presence in the new expanded Internet. Part III concludes by addressing possible objections.
I. CANN's NEW GTLD POLICY AND ITS HARM TO TRADEMARKS
ICANN's new gTLD Program harms trademarks because it discounts the benefits of the Domain Name System ("DNS") structure, ignores how consumers interact with trademarks and domain names,5 and exacerbates the problems associated with trademark law's current view of domain names. Today, consumers perceive a connection between the gTLD and the second-level domain. Most consumers believe that a company's main website exists in the .com gTLD,
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, http://archive.icann.org/en/topies/new-gtlds/prelim-reportconsumer-welfare-04maro9-en.pdf. When a company uses a trademark, the company creates a market identity because a trademark is a symbol, word or group of words that "functions as a source identifier of the goods or services on which the trademark is affixed." Xuan-Thao N. Ngyuen, Cyberproperty and Judicial Dissonance: The Trouble with Domain Name Classification 1o GEO. MASON L. REv. 183, 192 (2001) . A company's market identity through the use of a trademark allows consumers to quickly identify the product and the product's source because a trademark "distinguishes its associated goods or services from others. " Id. specifically at <trademark.com>. 6 Moreover, trademark law does not view gTLDs as serving any source-identifying function.7 Yet, the mere use of a trademark in the domain name incites fears of consumer confusion and encourages trademark holders to capture as many domain names as possible to protect their brand. 8 As a result, in its current state, ICANN's program will significantly reduce the ability of the DNS to foster context-creating top-level domains because it perpetuates these fears and misguided approaches to understanding trademarks in domain names. 9 
A. Trademarks and Domain Names
Trademark law allows identical marks to coexist when rival uses do not create a likelihood of confusion.1 For example, both Apple, Inc. and Apple Vacations own the mark "apple." However, Apple, Inc. cannot prevent Apple Vacations from using "apple" because Apple Vacations uses the mark for holiday travel services-a different market from the computer and electronics market.11 On the other hand, identical trademarks have difficulty coexisting online because trademark law views the Internet as a single marketplace.12 When online consumers search for a product they must rely on the secondlevel domain name to locate the website and determine its content and sponsorship.13 Second-level domain names are valuable because they can "communicate the business of the company to the consumer."14 As a result, second-level domains have become the primary source of trademark disputes and consumer confusion.15
Domain Name System
At the heart of the problem with ICANN's new gTLD program is the domain name system. The DNS is a hierarchical namespace controlled by ICANN.1 6 It "was developed to associate IP addresses with more memorable domain name addresses consisting of alphanumeric text because" Internet Protocol ("IP") addresses are long, arbitrary, and "nearly impossible for human users to remember."17 For the DNS to work, IP addresses and domain names .oot
Initially, gTLDs were "intended to be registered and used by specific types of entities. '' 2 4 Commercial entities would register under .1om, network, infrastructure companies would register under net, non-profit organizations would register under org, and education institutions would register under .edu.25 Moreover, during the formation of ICANN, commentators argued that even though "businesses must have confidence that their trademarks can be protected" in cyberspace, the DNS must "provide trademark holders with the same rights they have in the physical world."2 6 The DNS should therefore allow multiple uses of identical trademarks without issue.
Sadly, the DNS currently does not have this context-structure, and this has led to conflicts between trademark holders and registrants. Sponsored gTLDs such as .edu and .travel continue to limit registrants to educational institutions and travel related companies respectively. However, the original open gTLDs like .com do not have any restrictions; the requirements were lost over time because the distinctions were rarely, if ever, enforced.27 An additional issue with 
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open gTLDs is that there is no obligation to check if a domain name infringes a company's trademark rights. 23 Since a registrar's only real obligation is to make sure domain names are unique, the registrars do not have to evaluate and determine who is entitled to the domain name. 29 Thus, even though the "the desire to make domain names out of easily-remembered product names" has led people to believe .com is the only meaningful gTLD,3 0 companies continue to register their trademarks under as many gTLDs as possible and as quickly as possible to increase their control over their trademark online.31 More recently, organizations have been considering how best to protect trademarks in domain names, for example, by requesting ICANN to block their trademarks from appearing in any other URL for a certain fee.32
By focusing on registering second-level domains, rather than focusing on the differences between top-level domains, "similarlynamed entities are in conflict even if there would ordinarily be no chance of confusing them in the marketplace."33 Thus, the source of 28 The difficulty of identical or similar trademarks to coexist online "is exacerbated in undifferentiated domains, since similar marks with common elements can coexist in relation to different classes of goods or services without confusion, whereas only one of the owners may use the mark or the common element alone as a domain name in a large undifferentiated domain." The Management of the Internet Names and Addresses:
Intellectual Property Issues, INTERNET conflict is the use of the trademark in the domain name regardless of what appears around it, because the trademark holder wishes to maintain its online presence by eliminating any rival from the contextless online marketplace.34
Enforcement
To protect its trademark online, a trademark holder must demonstrate a likelihood of confusion between its mark and the use of the mark by another.35 Online confusion analysis is distinct from an ordinary confusion analysis, in which a trademark holder has the right to use the mark on products sold in the market in which the company does business.3 6 Instead of focusing on how the trademark is used within the domain name, though, trademark law for domain names tends to focus primarily on if the trademark is used.37
34 Ellerbach, supra note 24, at 516-17. http://www.wipo.int/ame/en/domains/decisions/html/2oo9/d2oo9-0327.html (concluding that when a registrant incorporates a trademark in its entirety in the domain name, the registrant deliberately chooses "a domain name which [is] likely to be confused with the Complainant's trade mark and own domain name," and which increases Internet traffic to the registrant's website because of the likelihood of confusion with the trademark).
For example, when a trademark holder and a domain name registrant have websites using an identical trademark, courts consider that these are in close proximity because "both sites compete for the same audience-namely, Internet users who are searching for a web site that uses plaintiffs mark."3 8 The chance of confusion increases because of "[t]his high degree of competitive proximity."39 Even if the products are ultimately different, "when product proximity is not an issue, courts" may evaluate whether the domain name and the trademark are similar.4o Thus, when viewed as a single marketing channel, the Internet "is particularly susceptible to a likelihood of confusion since.., it allows for competing marks to be encountered at the same time, on the same screen."41 Moreover, trademark law exacerbates this problem by ignoring whether the other letters or words surrounding the trademark create a context to distinguish the trademark.42 Courts assess the similarity of a domain name to the trademark by looking at the dominant or salient portions of the domain name; yet, the dominant portion tends to be the trademark itself. . For example, when www.plannedpartenhood.com was compared to the trademark "Planned Parenthood," the court found the two marks were nearly identical because "the only distinctions are the latter's lack of initial capitalization, the lack of a space between words, and the '.com' that is necessary to designate a domain name." Planned Parenthood Fed'n of Am., Inc. v. Bucci, 1997 WL 133313 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 24, 1997) aff d, 152 F.3d 920 (2d Cir. 1998). Even though there were differences between the trademark and the domain name, the use of the mark made them inconsequential. 42 Even when a top level domain could function as a market differentiator, Uniform Domain Name Resolution Policy ("UDRP") panels ignore that function. For example, a domain name that used the .tv TLD was still "confusingly similar to the mark" even though :the ccTLD '.tv' clearly lets users know that it is a television-based site, and not a retailer" because "the domain name wholly incorporate[d] the mark" and because "using a different ccTLD does not sufficiently distinguish the name from the mark." Williams-Sonoma Inc. level domains using trademarks do not reduce confusion because the trademark is the only source of information.44 Thus, under current approaches to trademark enforcement in domain names, the mere use of the mark can create chances of consumer confusion.
B. New Policy for gTLDs
In 2oo8, ICANN responded to brand protection concerns and to the overreliance on .com by introducing a new gTLD program that attempts to provide trademark holders more control over their brands. The program allows trademark holders to apply for .brand gTLDs which create a single, secure, and protected location for their brand. 45 This seems to encourage a more structured and hierarchical DNS. Supporters state that "to the extent that the introduction of new gTLDs gives rise to intellectual property concerns, they can be addressed through existing procedures for protecting intellectual property."4 6 Critics respond that the program will only increase consumer confusion47 and that it will increase the costs to enhance a trademark holder's control over its brand online. owners would have "more control over their web presence."49 Plus, .brand gTLDs would allow brand owners to differentiate themselves from other identical or similar online uses of the brand. This will give brand owners "an infinite universe of branded domains that can be used to promote products and services," apart from competitors and companies using identical trademarks.5O For example, Apple, Inc. owns <apple.com> and <apple.info>, but has to deal with <apple.org>, which redirects to a website containing information about genetically modified foods. Once Apple, Inc. controls .apple, its consumers may theoretically know that Apple, Inc. is located at that gTLD.
ICANN further believes that .brand gTLDs will provide the "best fraud prevention and trademark protection."51 That is, when a trademark holder controls the .brand gTLD and every domain underneath it, the .brand may be devoid of infringing sites, diversion, cybersquatting, and brand abuse. Therefore, ICANN and the .brand applicants believe that "[t]his will result in a trusted space where consumers can rely on the notion that, 'if it doesn't end in .ourbrand, it's not a genuine "our brand" website."'52
Overview of the Registration Process
To acquire a new gTLD, an established corporation, organization, or institution in good standing must submit an application, pay a fee of $185,000, and indicate which type of gTLD it seeks.53 Applicants may choose to apply for a .brand gTLD, such as .kodak; an industry gTLD, such as .bank; a geographic gTLD, such as .Illinois; or a nonLatin script gTLD, such as . -' A.54 49 Each application must also "be marked as an open gTLD or a community-based gTLD."55 An applicant that chooses an open gTLD may decide to restrict it, excluding competitors or placing "high charges and restrictions on competitors."5 6 Unlike an open gTLD, a community gTLD will work like current sponsored gTLDs; the sponsor must use it for the benefit of the defined community.57
When an applicant passes the evaluation stages5 8 and enters into an agreement with ICANN, the owner of the new gTLD must agree to provide trademark protection through a mandatory Trademark Claims Service and Sunrise Service Policy for a minimum of thirty days before launch.59 The Sunrise Policy attempts to enable trademark holders to guard against identical uses of their trademark by "precluding third-parties from registering the identical domain under the gTLD." 6 o When a trademark holder places its mark in the Trademark Clearinghouse, 6 1the trademark holder can "register its trademark(s) as an SLD under a newly delegated gTLD" before the registry opens the gTLD to the general public. 6 2 Although a trademark holder can object when a third-party files an identical trademark, if that third-party has legitimate rights to the trademark, the trademark holder cannot obtain the second-level domain. 6 3 Therefore, once a legitimate mark holder registers its brand as a second-level domain, no other company or rightsholder may attempt to use it for its own legitimate purpose.
Application Results
The application results reveal that companies are relying on a .brand Internet to form exclusive online presences. Of the 1,930 applications ICANN received, roughly 5oo are for company names or brands, company trademark slogans, or company acronyms. 6 4 All or almost all of these .brand gTLD applications were applied by the brand owner. 65 However, the majority of the .brand applications seem to be defensive registrations "without any plans to broadly launch a new gTLD beyond a handful of second-level domains." 66 Lastly, 230 gTLD strings have at least two applications, such as Guardian Insurance and Guardian News applying for .guardian. 67 These .brand applications reveal that the Internet may soon be littered with unique, context-less, and possibly fallow top-level domains.
C. ICANN's New gTLD Policy Harms Trademarks
The problem with allowing these unique but context-less gTLDs is that ICANN fails to embrace the chance to use the new program to work toward mitigating the continuation of a context-less DNS. coexist in the new program. Although .brand applicants have spoken of the benefits of having one secure location to promote their brand, 6 the addition of .brand will reduce the effectiveness of trademarks because consumers will not have the ability to see the trademarks in context. Once a brand owner uses its trademark as a gTLD, the trademark will not work to identify the company because the domain name will not include context-creating elements.
Moreover, the Sunrise Policy encourages a flat DNS namespace. Through this Policy, a trademark holder can register its brand in any available gTLD without objections from other identical brand holders. A trademark holder could register its mark under .music and .car even though it does not do business in the music or car industry. Consequently, even though ICANN permits category-type gTLDs, the Sunrise Policy may prevent the creation of a structured DNS to differentiate between each new gTLD.
ICANN's Allowance of. brand gTLDs Invites Consumer Confusion
The use of .brand will not decrease the chances of consumer confusion. Once a company registers a .brand gTLD, the company removes any additional words from the domain namespace that consumers could use to determine which company the trademark identifies. 69 Before ICANN's gTLD program, trademark owners and consumers only had to worry about confusion in the second-level domain. With ICANN's new gTLD program and the inclusion of .brand, though, trademark owners and consumers will now also have to worry about confusion in the top-level domain. Some .brand applicants have tried to dispel these concerns by indicating that their 68 For example, the clothing company, Patagonia, anticipates that consumers "will come to recognize and rely upon the .patagonia TLD as an indication of authenticity that the .patagonia website they locate and interact with is associated with and created by us." Application Details: PATAGONIA, INTERNET .brand gTLD will increase differentiation and decrease brand confusion and inauthenticity or fraud.7o
But these companies have yet to demonstrate that .brand will promote the source-identifying functions of trademarks. In fact, these companies recognize that .brand focuses on only one use out of the many possible identical uses of the .brand. For example, Guardian Insurance states that .guardian will provide a safe and intuitive means "to find trustworthy information about insurance and financial services."71 Moreover, the company argues that .guardian "will indicate to consumers that the domains and content are owned and controlled by Guardian, assuring users that they 'are safe from potential infringing, pirated, or harmful content relating to personal and business finances."'72 On the other hand, Guardian News, which has also applied for .guardian, argues that .guardian "will allow web users to easily identify Guardian News and Media sites and services worldwide" and to be secure knowing that the communications and information using the gTLD "originate directly from Guardian News and Media."73
These two applications demonstrate that .brand gTLDs will not reduce the chances of consumer confusion because when consumers see .guardian they may understand that it refers to the Insurance company or to the News company. Therefore, in registering .brand, the applicants endorse an Internet where consumers will see a trademark but will not know what exactly the .brand refers t.74 
Semiotic Analysis of Trademarks Illuminates the Key Problem
Unfortunately, the key problem with ICANN's new program is that it focuses too much on the use of the trademark in the top-level domain. Without measures that allow trademark coexistence "while providing users with the information to distinguish between the owners of the similar names," trademark conflict and consumer confusion will not decrease.75 A semiotic perspective demonstrates this shortcoming. It explains how consumers interact with trademarks and how ICANN's new gTLD program fosters a flat, context-less Internet that affects the function of trademarks.
When consumers can determine the differences between trademarks, they will not be confused about sponsorship; rather, they will be able to understand which trademark refers to which company. Under the theory of semiotics, a trademark is part of a sign system that works to communicate sponsorship or affiliation to the consumer.7 6 Signs are made up of three elements: the representamen, the interpretant, and the referent.77 In terms of trademark law, the representamen is the trademark-word, the interpretant is the goodwill, and the referent is the product or service to which the company attaches the trademark.
Consumers experience similar and different referents and representamen every day. Consumers see multiple shoes and computers, and they see multiple Uniteds, Deltas, Apples, and Guardians. When the referents are similar, the different representamen influences the consumer's interpretation of the object.7 s However, when the representamen are similar the referents must be different in order to affect the consumer's interpretant, or understanding of which referent refers to which company. In the Patagonia Inc.'s website at least indicates to consumers that the website is for a nongeographical entity. 
On the other hand, with .brand in the online world this ability to differentiate identical trademarks will not exist because .brand gTLDs do not give context to the DNS. Online consumers do not interact with different physical referents; instead, they interact with referentdomain names.o With .brand, chances of consumer confusion will not decrease and consumers will not easily recognize the company, they will see one and only one .brand. Even though "a TLD points to the content of the site," without the ability to compare market differences, trademarks lose their ability to invoke the goodwill of the company in the consumer's mind.s1 A consumer could examine the content of the website; yet trademarks and domain names were designed to provide consumers with quick and efficient information about the sponsorship or content of the website 8 2 Thus, ICANN should move away from a .brand gTLD focus and should encourage gTLDs that provide the differentiating context necessary for trademarks.
Problems with the Application Process: ICANN's Sunrise Policy Exacerbates a Flat Namespace and Promotes Fears of Consumer Confusion
Still, even without .brand gTLDs, ICANN's Sunrise Policy encourages a flat namespace and encourages trademark holders to worry about consumer confusion because it views trademarks as words without a context. The Policy promotes a flat namespace . 82 Compared to a .brand gTLD, a category gTLD "provides opportunities for enhanced messages online because it conveys immediate information about products and services." Partridge, supra note 49, at 322.
[Vol. 10:1 because brand owners who "elect to file defensive registrations during" the Sunrise period "often have little or no use for the domain name that they obtain through these procedures." 3 Moreover, the Policy fosters fears of consumer confusion because the new unrestricted gTLDs will act similar to current unrestricted gTLDs. Currently, "[m]any trademark owners register common misspellings or derivations of their trademarks and even register the same secondlevel domain names . . .in multiple generic Top-Level Domains." ' 4 Trademark holders reason that this vigilance will benefit them because they can "capture as much of their intended audience and traffic as possible" and because they can "prevent others from using their brands for negative or critical purposes, including, but not limited to, diverting traffic away from the mark owners." ' 5 Consequently, the Sunrise Policy does not foster a system in which third-parties can control a domain name and use it for a legitimate purpose. The Policy instead promotes empty areas of the namespace that may be exacerbating the scarcity of second-level domains. 8 6 Thus, contrary to ICANN's goals, "adding more open... gTLDs, is more likely to increase the likelihood of confusion (and the cost for defensive or preemptive measures) than the scope for brand differentiation. ' " ' 7 Unlike current views of trademarks in domain names, a "trademark does not confer a right to prohibit the use of the 86 With increased numbers of defensive registrations, the number of available second level domains will decrease, leading to a lack of useable namespace for legitimate registrants. In fact, new gTLDs that had no or minimal restrictions "had the lowest number of new domain name registrants and the largest share of registrants that already held over 1O domain names. This suggests that a large number of domain names was registered for defensive purposes. In response to the issues ICANN's program will create, this Note proposes that ICANN first create differentiated online categories by preventing companies and trademark holders from registering .brand gTLDs and by allowing only category-type gTLDs. Second, to create the needed context for trademark coexistence and to reduce chances of consumer confusion, an initial twenty-four category-type gTLDs must be restricted and must not be part of the Sunrise Policy. Finally, to reflect the online context markets and how consumers will interact with them, trademark law must focus on both top-level and secondlevel domains to determine the likelihood of consumer confusion. 8 9
A. Creating and Maintaining the Context
To create the necessary context for trademark coexistence across gTLDs and to reduce concerns of consumer confusion, this Note proposes the following: first ICANN should not approve .brand gTLDs; second, for the remaining category-type gTLDs, ICANN should require registries to place restrictions on who may register second-level domains under certain gTLDs; third, the registries for the restricted gTLDs cannot allow trademark holders to register their marks before the general public; and finally, trademark law must incorporate the context-creating top-level domain in its consumer confusion analysis of trademarks in domain names.
Rejecting. brand
First, to create context in the DNS, ICANN should reject .brand gTLDs and should instead accept only category-type gTLDs. When "[t]he holder of a domain name gains exclusive rights to use that domain name," a trademark holder controls the top-level, and no other company may register that gTLD.9 0 By giving trademark holders 89 Or on the third level, second level, and top-level domains in situations explained below. [Vol. 10:1 the "absolute control over uses of their marks," ICANN's acceptance of .brand will prevent companies from creating their own secure location on the Internet and will prevent consumers from easily identifying the trademark holder.91 Similar to the concerns over how the "overreliance on the .com TLD may be detrimental to innovation and to the ability of entities to create digital identities," .brand gTLDs reduce innovation and competition because they restrict who represents the brand.92 Thus, to foster an environment of innovation, competition, and information-conveying trademarks ICANN should not approve .brand gTLDs.93
Restricting Registration
Second, to ensure both companies and consumers interact with a context marketplace, ICANN should require that at least the following gTLDs are restricted: .agriculture, . 92 Thomas, supra note 13, at 53. 93 Compared to a .brand gTLD which only conveys name-information, a category gTLD such as .financial, indicates to consumers that it serves the financial services industry. If the gTLD requires registrants to provide secure transactions "[t]he certification provided in the gTLD name thus provides valuable information to consumers who desire secure financial transactions over the Internet." Borchert, supra note 20, at 549. certain type of business,9 6 or that a registrant's website contain only a certain type of content.
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To decide which category-type gTLDs to restrict, ICANN should use a policy that creates online context-markets resembling how offline context-markets allow trademarks coexistence.9 8 So, this proposal seeks to limit the new restricted gTLDs to markets based on two groups, and the twenty-four gTLDs listed above serve as examples and the building blocks for future restricted category-type gTLDs. The first group is based on the North American Industry Classification System ("NAICS") codes. The NAICS is an internationally recognized classification scheme that focuses on new and emerging industries. The reason for using the NAICS codes is that the NAICS sectors resemble and correlate well with the current list of gTLDs, from information and educational categories to professional services and commercial categories.99 Moreover, the NAICS codes serve as functional illustrations for how to group organizations together and how to name these groups as new gTLDs. The second group of new restricted gTLDs is based on popular categories, determined by the likelihood of high amounts of defensive registration.100 100 The trademark owners would be able to comment on whether ICANN should accept a certain restricted gTLD. This comment system would allow companies who fall under that particular restricted gTLD to agree or disagree with the proposed gTLD. These comments would act similar to how gTLD applicants for prior gTLDs such as .pro had to explain why the gTLD would be popular. REGISTRYPRO Once this first round of gTLD registration ends, ICANN should continue to follow a policy that focuses on a new gTLDs' ability to create a context-market for trademark differentiation and that assesses the possibility of a high volume of defensive registrations.11
First, if a new proposed gTLD is listed as one of the NAICS categories and does not encompass a current gTLD's category then ICANN may allow it and must restrict it to ensure that it acts as a contextmarket.1o2 Second, if a new proposed gTLD is not part of the NAICS, but could lead to high numbers of defensive registrations, then ICANN must restrict that gTLD as well.1o3 Lastly, if a new proposed gTLD does not fall under any of the above-mentioned groups, but is popular, then ICANN may allow it and would not need to restrict it. Therefore, this policy will create an Internet with separate domain name categories corresponding to markets in the offline world, which both companies and consumers can use to distinguish identical trademarks.
Removing the Sunrise Policy
Third, to ensure legitimate third-parties have access to trademarks, this proposal requires that the restricted gTLDs are not part of the Sunrise Service Policy. Although ICANN's inclusion of the Sunrise Policy prevents illegitimate uses of a company's trademark, the defect with the Policy is that it is incapable "of resolving conflicts among domain name applicants with colorable rights to use a particular name."1o4 disapproval for an applied-for gTLD. Application Comments Forum, INTERNET 
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For example, Amica Insurance would be able to restrict Amica Electronics, AMICA (Automatic Musical Instrument Collector's Association), and Actigift Development, which owns the Arnica trademark for lighting and home accessories manufacturing, from moving their identities to ICANN's new gTLD system. Currently, Arnica Insurance has applied for the gTLD .amica and may potentially place "amica" in the Trademark Clearinghouse. If Arnica Electronics, AMICA, and Actigift Development decide to transition to ICANN's new gTLD system, they may have difficulty registering .amica as a second-level domain because Arnica Insurance may have already registered in multiple gTLDs through the Sunrise Service Policy.
Additionally, Arnica Insurance may be concerned about consumer confusion if these other Arnica brands do transition into the gTLD system because without highly differentiated gTLDs confusion is likely.15 In fact, "[w]hen one trademark owner registers its trademark in one such gTLD and another owner registers an identical or similar mark in another gTLD, the public will not be able to clearly attribute each domain name to a specific trademark owner without checking the web site content."10 6 Thus, once Arnica Insurance receives notification that AMICA has applied for a second-level domain, Arnica Insurance may object through the Sunrise Dispute Resolution Policy, in an attempt to block another instance of arnica. However, if AMICA wishes to prevent Arnica Insurance from registering under .music, AMICA would not succeed, even though AMICA has a legitimate use under .music, because the Sunrise Dispute Resolution Policy only provides protection against non-legitimate third parties.107 Therefore, to allow multiple legitimate uses of a trademark, the restricted gTLDs cannot allow trademark holders to register their trademarks before the general public.
Verification
Following the policies developed for other restricted top-level domainsos, this Note proposes that the registries for each restricted gTLD must, at a minimum, institute a three-step process of registrant verification, name verification, and content verification.1o9
a. Registrant Verification
The first step requires the registry to verify that the registrant is able to register a domain name in the restricted category gTLD. (See 
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The registry may elect to require the registrant to be an active member within one year.
"I MUSEUM Agreement Appendix S, supra note 95.
112 For example, the charter for .museum allows only granted "entities that are museums.. ., professional associations of museums, or individuals who are professional museum workers." Id. The charter defines museum as "a non-profit making, permanent institution in the service of society and of its development, and open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits, for purposes of study, education and enjoyment, material evidence of people and their environment." Id.
membership definition, the registry may allow registrants to demonstrate that they have a legitimate interest in registering.113
b. Name Verification
The second step requires the registry to verify that the registrant's applied-for second-level domain name is unique and does not violate trademark holder rights. (See Figure 3) . Check with y .dentica concurrently Ye Match?
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The verification process will work as follows: when a company or individual applies for a second-level domain, the registry must check with the trademark clearinghouse to put the trademark holder on 113 The policies of .museum provide an appropriate approach. If applicants are not members of the museum community, applicants must "provide detailed information about the nature and scope of their museum activities." Summit Strategies International, EVALUATION OF THE NEW GTLDs: POLICYAND LEGAL ISSUES (July 10, 2004) , available at http://archive.icann.org/en/tlds/new-gtld-eval-31augO4.pdf. Thus, for a registrant to be a member of the .sucks gTLD, for example, the registrant would demonstrate that the use of the SLDname.sucks will be limited to consumer complaints about the named entity or topic indicated in the second-level domain.
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changes: name 2 notice.114 Next, the registry must match the applied-for second-level domain with existing and other applied-for second-level domains. If the applied-for name has already been registered, then the registrant must choose another second-level domain name. If the name is available but there are other registrants who have concurrently applied for the same name, then the registry must offer at least the following three resolution options: first, one or more of the registrants may elect to change their applied-for second-level domain name; second, the registrants may decide to register a different second-level domain that will act as a hub for third-level domains,115 thereby locking the original applied-for second-level domain name; and third, the registrants may elect to bid on the second-level domain name. For instance, if Apple, Inc. and Apple Records both apply for "apple" under the .music gTLD, both companies could elect either to change their second-level domain names or to auction off "apple." If neither company wishes to change or bid on the second-level domain name, then both companies would have to select an existing generic word that corresponds to their company's operations as the secondlevel domain name.11 6 Thus, Apple, Inc. may select "computers" and Apple Records may select "records," and the corresponding web addresses would be <apple.computers.music> and <apple.records.music>. The second-level domains of "computer" and "records" would not be controlled by their respective companies. Instead, the third-level domain of "apple" would be controlled by the respective companies, and consumers who type in 114 Unlike ICANN's new program, these restricted gTLDs will not use the Sunrise Policy but will use the trademark claims services policy only. A notice system policy is simpler and fairer than the Sunrise Policy and is consistent with the IP Community's views. The notice system "would put potential registrants on notice of any IP claims, and hence the risk of going forward. It would also afford IP holders an opportunity to begin preparations for a UDRP Complaint, if need be." Id. The registry may elect to have a rolling registration period where companies and individuals submit their applications, move through the verification process, and then receive their domain name throughout the year. Conversely, the registry may elect to institute a registration timetable where companies and individuals file applications at a certain date and for a certain period of time.
Finally, to ensure that registrants still comply with the restricted gTLD policies and standards, registrants must update their information once their status as a member of the gTLD category changes, or every six months, depending on which occurs first. (See Figure 4) . Additionally, the registries must review the registrant's information and website content, every six months for instance, to ensure that the registrants are still part of the gTLD category and that their websites satisfy the gTLD content standards.
B. Enforcing the Context
To reflect how companies and consumers will interact with this new context marketplace, trademark law must analyze the domain names together to determine whether consumer confusion is likely to occur. As discussed supra Section I.C.2, a semiotic analysis reveals how best to ensure identical trademarks can coexist on the Internet. Trademark law is "always applied in the context of how a consumer would encounter the mark."119 When consumers experience trademarks in different markets, they can differentiate between the two uses; they can determine that one use of a trademark refers to one company, while the other identical trademark refers to a completely different company.
120
Trademark law must also change to recognize that gTLDs may provide additional information-and context-to the rest of the domain name. Following the semiotic analysis, this proposal creates context-markets enabling consumers to differentiate between identical trademarks. To maintain these newly created contextmarkets, this proposal recommends that trademark law focus on both the trademark and the words surrounding the trademark in determining whether there is a likelihood of confusion. With the context created by the category-type gTLDs, trademark law will once again focus on the context in which the trademark is used, because these restricted category-type gTLDs are not abstract 
625, 631 (2009).
120 Like semiotics, trademark law focuses on context; it seeks to "lessen consumer search costs by making products and producers easier to identify in the marketplace [and to] encourage producers to invest in quality by ensuring that they, and not their competitors, reap the reputation-related rewards of that investment. 
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gTLDs or even gTLDs like .xxx and .mobi, the proposed restricted gTLDs are not inconsequential because they provide necessary information to help determine the source or sponsor of the secondlevel domain.122 Therefore, trademark law must not ignore the gTLD and must not focus only on the use of the trademark in the secondlevel domain. Trademark law must instead use the context-creating category gTLDs to determine the use of the trademark and the likelihood of confusion, because the coexistence of trademarks and trademark differentiation work "only when gTLDs are restricted to limited and clearly circumscribed specific purposes. ' "123
C. Applying the Proposal to Nissan.com: A Re-Evaluation
To show how this proposal will reduce chances of consumer confusion, this Note will apply the proposed context creating and enforcement strategies to Nissan Motor Co. v. Nissan Computer Corp., 378 F.3d 1002, 1007 (9th Cir. 2004). In Nissan, the use of "nissan" in the web address <www.nissan.com> infringed Nissan Motor's trademark because the court saw confusion between the trademark Nissan Motors and the web address <www.nissan.com>.124 The confusion arose because the consumers were captured by the "nissan" in the domain name: they saw the trademark, became interested in Nissan's vehicles and in finding more about Nissan Motor, and then clicked on <www.nissan.com>.125
This issue of confusion, though, is easily remedied with this Note's proposal in which Nissan Motor registers <nissan.car> and Nissan Computer registers <nissan.electronics>. To register <nissan.electronics>, Nissan Computer would have to satisfy the verification process. First, Nissan Computer would need to meet .electronics membership definition, such as by proving that it is a company that sells computers. Second, Nissan Computer would have to submit its second-level domain name to the registry. The registry would check with the Trademark Clearinghouse and if "nissan" exists, the registry would send notification to Nissan Motor. If "nissan" is available under .electronics and no other registrant has concurrently applied for "nissan," then Nissan Computer would be able to register <nissan.electronics>. Lastly, Nissan Computer's website would have to resolve correctly or redirect to a computer-selling website within one year, and it would have to demonstrate that the website focuses on selling computers under its name, Nissan Computer. If Nissan were to change its focus, then Nissan would have to submit that information to the registry to remain in compliance.
After this verification process and after <nissan.electronics> is active, when a consumer wishes to search for information about Nissan cars, the consumer would be able to tell the difference between <nissan.car> and <nissan.electronics> and would conclude that <nissan.car> relates to automobiles. Thus, a likelihood of confusion would not exist, because the gTLDs would indicate to the consumer what type of content the website contains and how the second-level domain mark is related to that content.
D. Advantages to the Proposal
Unlike ICANN's new gTLD program this Note's proposal will create more benefits for both companies and consumers because this proposal will allow companies to better maintain their offline presence online, will reduce chances of consumer confusion by creating separate markets online, and will promote the goals of ICANN and its gTLD program.
Trademark Coexistence
First, this proposal allows identical trademarks to coexist online. This will in turn allow companies to maintain their brand identities better than ICANN's gTLD program, because this proposal will provide trademark holders the equal ability to register their brand identity. Trademark holders will not be able to monopolize on their trademarks because this proposal creates differentiated markets based on category-type gTLDs. Thus, Delta Air Lines, Delta Faucet, and Delta Insurance would all be able to use "delta" in recognizably different category markets.
Moreover, without the Sunrise Policy, companies moving to the new category markets will be able to transition without fear that their 2014] company name has been taken by a trademark holder that is simply seeking to block potentially infringing uses. For example, Arnica insurance would not be able to register under .electronics, .homefurnish, .manufacturing, or .music because Arnica Insurance is an insurance company. Thus, Arnica Engineering, AMICA, and Actigift Development would all have the ability to register in their respective categories with the knowledge that they will be part of a defined group of companies.12 6
Reduction of Consumer Confusion Concerns
Second, compared to ICANN's gTLD program, this proposal reduces instances of consumer confusion. When gTLDs are restricted, UDRP cases decrease because trademark holders do not need to worry that others will violate their trademark rights.127 Unlike open gTLDs, restricted gTLDs limit the chances of consumer confusion and trademark infringement because registrants must meet the strict eligibility requirements before they can register a second-level domain. Even though .museum "does not offer protective registrations for trademark holders," the absence of UDRP proceedings for .museum indicates that trademark infringement is not an issue for .museum.12 3 Although there is a <national.corvette.museum> website, General Motors has not sought legal action to transfer the domain because there is "no evident connection to the car manufacturer."129 The TLD .museum, though, is not an anomaly. In fact, between 1999 and 2011, there have been o UDRP proceedings for .coop, 1 for .aero, 5 for .cat, 13 for .travel, 1 for .xxx, 18 for .pro, and 25 for .name. 1 30 Thus, consumer confusion through this proposal is not very likely because it creates context-markets for companies and consumers to interact, knowing that the websites under the restricted gTLD will relate to the category name.
126 Amica Electronics would register as <amica.electronics>, AMICA would register as <amica.music>, and Actigift Development would register as <amica.homefurnish>. [Vol. 10:1
Promoting the Goals of JCANN
Lastly, this proposal reflects ICANN's mission and the goals of the new gTLD program. When ICANN was formed, it agreed in a Memorandum of Understanding to promote "the management of the DNS in a manner that will permit market mechanisms to support competition and consumer choice in the technical management of the DNS."131 In accordance with this purpose, ICANN anticipates that by expanding the top-level domain namespace, the new gTLD program will encourage diversity, and competition will "enhance the utility of the DNS, and will create options for consumers.
132
Unlike .brand gTLDs, though, the restricted category-type gTLDs promote ICANN's goals because they focus on creating a diverse and competitive community of companies or individuals. Category labels allow consumers to group individual websites together and to infer that the websites will relate to the category. 1 33 Categories enable consumers to perform this grouping because users will "deal with the characteristics of the group as a whole," instead of focusing on the individual websites separately.34 Consequently, users who see category-type gTLDs will not associate the second-level domains with a singular company or individual.135 Rather, they will come to 135 In fact, .brand applications can only promote a singular company. The applicants seem to recognize this because the applications tend to focus on protecting the trademark holder's online presence and identity, expanding its marketing and promotion efforts, and creating a location to consolidate its activities. For example, Guardian Life Insurance recognizes that a .brand gTLD will not promote choice and competition. In its application, it states that "[t]he success of .GUARDIAN will not be measured by the number of domain names registered, but rather by the levels of consumer recognition and trust that are placed in the gTLD." Application Details: GUARDIAN, INTERNET CORPORATION FORASSIGNED NAMES AND NUMBERS (2012), http://gtldresult.icann.org/applicationresult/applicationstatus/applicationdetails/1038. Thus, .brand gTLDs will not encourage diversity and choice among the gTLDs because, when these gTLDs only allow the associate the gTLD with websites that share the same information or are part of the same, shared community.13 6 As a result, companies will choose to be a part of a category to promote their businesses and consumers will visit those categories expecting to find websites matching the category-market. Thus, this proposal advances ICANN's goals by creating a system in which consumers and companies associate categories with markets and in which they interact inside those markets.
III. CRITICISMS TO ELIMINATING .BRAND GTLDS AND REQUIRING TRADEMARK LAW TO REFOCUS How IT ANALYZES TRADEMARKS IN DOMAIN NAMES
To further demonstrate how useful this proposal is, this section will address possible objections to the proposal, which include: issues with promoting a system that restricts diversity by limiting a company's choice to register is trademark as a gTLD, concerns about the lackluster numbers of registrations under past restricted gTLDs, and a recent study that showed Internet users may not directly interact with domain names as much as before.
A. Limiting the Freedom of Choice and Diversity
First, .brand applicants may argue that limiting the new gTLDs to category-types restricts their right of equal access to the online marketplace, while allowing them to register .brand gTLDs will increase the diversity of top-level domains.137 ICANN's program policies even seem to agree with this objection: one of the reasons ICANN has encouraged companies to submit international top-level trademark holder and its affiliates to register, other potential registrants have no ability and no reason to attempt to register under .brand gTLDs.
136 Top Level Spectrum, Inc.'s application .sucks argues that "Internet users browsing and using sites with a .sucks extension will be confident that the website they are navigating will be related to share or browsing opinions that suck." Application Details: SUCKS,
INTERNET CORPORATION FOR ASSIGNED NAMES AND NUMBERS (2012),
http://gtldresult.icann.org/application-result/applicationstatus/applicationdetails/17o. 137 The choice and diversity that ICANN's program seems to give companies is how they can appear in the DNS. Through the program, they can own a gTLD and a domain name under traditional gTLDs like .com, .org, or .net. For example, "[a] corporation will be able to own a domain such as www.google.com and also the .google gTLD." Prahl, supra note 6o, at 1758.
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Although the proposal does prohibit .brand gTLDs, the proposal encourages diversity among the gTLDs and increases the value of the Internet for companies and consumers. The Internet's value comes from its ability to connect people. The "more people that are connected to the Internet, the more valuable the connection is to each of the members."139 Thus, a fair program should take "into account the interests of both trademark holders and the Internet community at large, as well as the interests of both the wealthy and the poor," to ensure that a diverse range of trademark users have access to the new context market.14o Generic word categories define classes of goods and not specific companies.141 So even though domain names are monopolies "on a given word or set of words," generic words that act as category labels increase equal access to the use of a trademark.142
Consequently, with more gTLDs that allow for identical secondlevel domains, the Internet and the domain namespace will become more diverse. Consumers will be able to engage more companies across more gTLDs, instead of being forced to engage one company at one gTLD. 1 43 Moreover, companies who share the same trademark can promote their brands and vie for consumer loyalty more equally. Although charging $185,000 "for merely the right to submit an application effectively places a barrier to entry for . . ." groups who have limited resources to promote their company or brand, individuals can register second-level domains for less than $200 dollars.144 Therefore, with companies and individuals registering under categories, "Internet users and consumers would be more likely to recognize these gTLDs and use them as indexing tools in browsing the Internet.145 This avoids "conceding that ownership of a trademark gives one the exclusive right to use the word on the Internet."14 6 Additionally, this fosters a DNS that encourages consumers to view trademarks and markets similar to the offline world; 'just as we have lots of different Acme trademarks out here in meat space, there can be lots of different acme-dot domains in eyberspace."147
B. Registrants Are Not Interested in Restricted gTLDs
Second, critics might argue that the proposal will not increase gTLD competition because the imposed restrictions will stifle interest proposed restricted gTLDs may not gather enough valuable interest to even become locations for companies and consumers to interact.
Nevertheless, the low rate of registrations for restricted gTLDs, such as .museum, is more the result of failing to market the gTLD and failing to provide valuable benefits than requiring registrants to satisfy certain criteria.149 Without educating potential registrants about the benefits of a gTLD that restricts "second-level domains to a collection of similar organizations whose web sites are of interest to large communities of potential site visitors," the gTLD will remain unknown and under utilized; yet, this is not because of the restrictions imposed on the registrants.15o In fact, compared to .museum, .gov, another restricted gTLD, "has been successful in the sense that it has a recognized meaning among many members of the public," in part because "the U.S. federal government has undertaken efforts to promote the use and recognition of .gov."151 Therefore, even though the proposal imposes restrictions on the gTLDs, the registries must actively promote the gTLD and highlight its advantages over currently existing gTLDs or newly approved ones.
For example, every available gTLD has a value based on its functional utility.152 The closer a gTLD is to a memorable and usable word, the more value the gTLD will have. If one gTLD has more value than other gTLDs, then the registrant may begin searching for prices at various registrars.53 Therefore, gTLDs will have value competition increases among gTLDs because registrants will seek gTLDs that provide useful benefits at reasonable costs. 154 Accordingly, the proposed restricted gTLDs provide value to the Internet and consumers because their usability will increase 149 Id. 153 Registrars may compete amongst themselves through competitive pricing and benefits schemes, such as third-level name blocking (EnCirca) and free URL forwarding services (GoDaddy.com). Katz, supra note 31. 154 The low registration levels of .aero indicate that "many airports do not believe that .aero registrations generate benefits greater than their costs," even though the cost of a two-year registration ranges from $130 to $198. Id. competition among gTLDs. 155 A category-type gTLD has value because it provides a location reference for consumers and enables companies to use it as part of their name and online trademark promotion.15 6 For example, a construction company may wish to be part of a .construction gTLD because, unlike open and context-less gTLDs like .com, .construction shows that the company is part of the construction-related community. Additionally, consumers will be able to remember the company and its business easily.157 Therefore, contrary to the objection, the proposed gTLDs will increase competition among registries because a company will seek the benefits of memorable and marketable gTLDs that emphasize the company's type of business.
C. Online Consumers No Longer Care About Domain Names
Lastly, critics may argue that the proposal does not reflect accurately how consumers actually interact with websites. Currently, consumers use a combination of domain type-in and search engines to locate websites.15 3 Even though search engine results provide the website's domain name, they "deemphasize the relevance of domain names by diminishing the part that they play in guiding a user to content."159 The search results prominently feature the title, followed by a brief excerpt from the website; the domain name, however, is small and located between the title and the excerpt.1 6 0 Moreover, "eye tracking experiments have revealed that the majority of users who view such search results spend little or no time looking at the site 155 
Id.
156 A .brand gTLD does not bring value into the gTLD market because it is too unique and limited. Consumers may believe that Apple, Inc. may control the .apple websites; yet companies will not seek to register under .apple because they cannot use it as part of their trademark's online promotion without conflicting with Apple's online promotion. Moreover, companies will not seek to register under .apple because consumers will only associate .apple with Apple's products and services. Therefore, .brand gTLDs do not increase competition among the registries.
157 Karen E. Klein, The Latest Domain-Name Gold Rush, BUSINESS WEEK (June 4, 2012), http://www.businessweek.com/articles/212-o6-04/the-latest-domain-name-gold-rush. 158 Thomas, supra note 13, at 49. 159 Id. at 50. 16o Id. at 49.
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Nevertheless, companies and trademark law currently focus on consumers interacting with domain names. Some web users may not focus on the domain name, but when web users do focus on the domain name, trademark law does recognize that they may view the combination of the trademark with the other elements surrounding it. For instance, when consumers interact with .com websites, they may believe they are commercial websites because the .com gTLD signifies a website's commercial nature, and "web users often assume, as a rule of thumb, that the domain name of a particular company will be the company name followed by '.Com'." 162 Moreover, when a registrant registers a trademark under the .net gTLD for communicative and non-commercial purposes, trademark law may allow the coexistence of <trademark.com> and <trademark.net> because the registrant has not usurped the trademark holder's ability to obtain a .com domain name. 63 Therefore, given that trademark law still analyzes domain names to determine consumer confusion, trademark law must be prepared for situations when a company believes that consumer confusion may occur at the domain name level. To ignore this would not mitigate the trademark concerns prevalent in ICANN's gTLD program.
Conversely, the proposal seeks to mitigate the trademark concerns because it does recognize trademark law's current approach. Even though search results do not prominently feature domain names, " [d] omain names are the road signs of cyberspace and the removal of these signs makes it significantly harder for individuals to find the information they seek: it is like trying to navigate the road without any 161 
162 Brookfield Commc'ns, Inc. v. West Coast Entm't Corp., 174 F.3d 1036, 1044-45 (9th Cir. 1999). Additionally, the Ninth Circuit has said "<.net> applies to networks and <.com> applies to commercial entities." Avery Dennison Corp. v. Sumpton, 189 F.3d 868, 88o (9th Cir. 1999).
163 Bridgestone Firestone, Inc., Bridgestone/Firestone Research, Inc., and Bridgestone Corporation v. Jack Myers, No. D2000-0190 (Haviland, Arb.), available at http://www.wipo.int/ame/en/domains/decisions/html/20oo/d2oo-o0190.html.
signposts.1 6 4 Therefore, the proposal recognizes how trademark law currently views trademarks in domain names and presents a workable and effective way to ensure that the functions of trademarks and the goals of ICANN's gTLD program are not compromised.
CONCLUSION
This Note provides a way for ICANN to solve the disastrous problems plaguing the new gTLD program. By eliminating .brand gTLDs from ICANN's new program, the Internet can actually begin to expand as ICANN envisioned. Identical trademarks can share and coexist in this newly expanded domain name space. Additionally, by imposing restrictions on a few of the 500 category-type gTLDs, this proposal supports a useful and beneficial Internet. It encourages registrants to seek out new gTLDs that reflect their business type or future website content, instead of seeking out every new gTLD and defensively registering their trademark. Lastly, in promoting a new method to determine consumer confusion in domain names, competitive gTLD schemes will remain a viable solution to increasing registry competition and in helping trademark holders maintain their online identity. [Vol. 10:1
